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WEST AUSTRALIAN OPERA — KOOLBARDI WER WARDONG 

Statement by Minister for Culture and the Arts 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for Culture and the Arts) [12.19 pm]: This is a very special 
statement. I would like to inform the house of the recent staging of a unique, historic and culturally important 
performance by the West Australian Opera. Koolbardi wer Wardong—the magpie and the crow—is based on 
a traditional Noongar story. The opera is a Wesfarmers Arts commission in association with the AWESOME Festival, 
West Australian Young Voices and the Western Australian Youth Orchestras. The genesis of the project came 
from the composers, Noongar singer–songwriter Gina Williams and long-time performing partner and collaborator, 
Guy Ghouse, who had long considered the writing of this work and the Noongar story. 

Wesfarmers Arts invested in the commission of this work. The lockdown period enabled a creative window to write 
and compose while the support provided also enabled an artist income during a time in which the live performance 
and live music industry was stalled. WA Opera collaborated with the AWESOME Festival, WA Young Voices 
and the WA Youth Orchestras, which extended the engagement and participation with young people. 

Language was the dominant driver that ran through everything. Language lessons and workshops were held, 
and the cast learnt Noongar language. The audience response to this production has been overwhelmingly positive. 
A relaxed matinee performance was held to enable an inclusive performance for blind patrons and for children on 
the autism spectrum. This performance was supported by Lotterywest. The audience participation at curtain call, 
when the composers led the audience in singing the final song, while teaching them some Noongar language, was 
joyful and engaging. 

With the support of state government Playing WA funding, WA Opera will tour this show to the corners of the 
Noongar nation, including to Albany, Esperance, Kalgoorlie and Bunbury in 2022–23. Each of these tours will 
pick up a local children’s chorus to learn the language. WA Opera is already in conversation about other Noongar 
stories that can be commissioned to pave the way for Western Australians to learn and share in our rich Noongar 
stories and for these to be proudly shared across the country and to the rest of the world. 

I would like to commend WA Opera for this historic and culturally important commission. I would also like to 
congratulate and thank the composers, Gina Williams, OAM, and Guy Ghouse, for bringing this beautiful story to 
the stage and sharing the richness of this Noongar story with Western Australian audiences. 
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